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ABSTRACT
Bending of DNA is a feature essential to the function
of many DNA-binding proteins. Bending angles can
be estimated with a variety of techniques, but most
directly from images obtained using scanning force
microscopy (SFM). Direct measurement of the bend-
ing angle using a tangent method often produces
anglesthatdeviatesignificantlyfromvaluesobtained
using other techniques. Here, we describe the
application of SFM in combination with simulations
of DNA as a means to estimate protein-induced bend-
ing angles in a reliable and unbiased fashion. In this
manner, we were able to obtain accurate estimates
for the bending angles induced by nuclear factor I,
octamer-binding transcription factor 1, the human
XPC-Rad23B complex.
INTRODUCTION
DNA bending proteins play important roles in a wide range
of biological processes. Locally, bending of DNA is used to
promote functional contacts between proteins or between
protein and DNA, e.g. in the regulation of transcription or
DNA replication (1,2). At the level of global organization
of bacterial chromosomal DNA, bending is important as a
means of DNA compaction (3–5).
Various techniques are available for the measurement
of protein-induced DNA bending angles. Estimates can be
obtained from gel retardation experiments (6), DNA circular-
ization experiments (7), co-crystal structures (8–10) and
Fo ¨rster resonance energy transfer (11–14). A limitation of
these techniques is that the value obtained is usually an
ensemble average and that possible sub-populations cannot be
observed.Usingscanningforcemicroscopy(SFM),DNAbend-
ing can be directly evaluated in single complexes (15,16). The
shape of the distribution provides insight into the nature of the
bend.Forexample,differentwell-deﬁnedconformationswould
be reﬂected in a multi-modal distribution and ﬂexibility of the
bendwouldbereﬂectedinthewidthofthedistribution.Usually,
these measurements are carried out by placing tangent vectors
fromthesiteofthebendaftervisualinspection.Theoutcomeof
the tangent method is not well deﬁned, since the apparent bend
depends on the image resolution, which in turn has an upper
bound set by tip convolution effects (17). The outcome is also
operator dependent (17), primarily since the approach taken in
drawing tangents is not uniquely deﬁned. As a consequence,
bending angles thus estimated tend to deviate from values
obtained using other techniques (18–20).
A method to avoid this has been proposed by Rivetti and
co-workers. Their method, based on the worm-like chain
model for semi-ﬂexible polymers (21,22), describes the
effect of local bends on the end-to-end distance (EED) of the
polymer (17).Theyderived anexpressionforthe bendangleas
a function of contour length, persistence length and the mean-
squared EED. This has been applied to DNA containing
regions of high curvature or intrinsic ﬂexibility (17,23) and
to the analysis of protein-induced DNA bending (24). Using
only the mean-squared EED value of a population of
molecules, one might disregard information contained in
the characteristic shape of the EED distribution. One of the
disadvantages of this is that deposition anomalies may be
concealed. We introduce an alternative method inspired by
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doi:10.1093/nar/gni073the work of Rivetti et al. (17,24), yet employing the shape of
the EED distribution instead of an average value, in order to
obtain bend angles from SFM images in a controlled and well-
deﬁned manner. Since analytical expressions for these distri-
butions exist exclusively for unbent polymers (25), we use
simulations of large numbers of DNA molecules with varying
bending parameters, to obtain EED distributions that indeed
displayacharacteristicasymmetry.Weemploythesesimulated
distributionstoﬁtexperimentallyobtainedEEDhistogramsfor
the DNA-bending proteins nuclear factor I (NFI), octamer-
binding transcription factor 1 (Oct-1), the human XPC-
Rad23B complex (XPC-HR23B) and integration host factor
(IHF), thereby taking into account the distributions of EED
values acquired from SFM images. Using this procedure, we
estimate in a reliable and unbiased fashion bending angles
induced by these proteins. This new method enables one to
extend the analysis of DNA bending to cases in which one is
forced to use mixed populations of bent/unbent DNA. Further-
more,bendingconﬁgurationsthatareinaccessibletoanalytical
approaches, such as ﬂexible bends or multiple bends per DNA
molecule, can be easily addressed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
A linear DNA fragment containing the IHF-site exactly at its
centre was obtained by PCR from the vector pGP160 (26)
using primer I (50-GGCGTTATCCCATTTGCTCCAC-
AGTGCCTCACGATCATAATCATGG-30) and primer II
(50-CGTCCAGCTCACTACCCGGGCGTTTTTCTTCAGGT-
AATGC-30). Primer II was biotinylated at the 50 end such that
the resulting PCR product has a biotin at one of its ends. This
primer was also designed such as to give rise to a unique SmaI
site in the PCR product, which after digestion gives rise to a
DNA molecule of 1075 bp. The biotinylated DNA (1–4 pmol)
was immobilized on streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads.
After washing the DNA on the beads as described previously
(27), the beads were resuspended in 10 ml BI (50 mM HEPES,
pH 7.6, 60 mM KCl, 15 mM NaCl and10 mM MgCl2). An
aliquot of 2 pmol of IHF was added and the reaction mixture
was incubated at37  for30 min.After removal of the liquid (to
take away excess IHF), the beads were resuspended in 5 mlB I
containing 2U of SmaI (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA)
and incubated for 1 h. An aliquot of 2 ml of the solution
containing the IHF–DNA complexes was subsequently diluted
20 times into DB (2.5 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 1.25 mM KCl and
5 mM MgCl2). An aliquot of 12 ml of this mixture was sub-
sequently deposited onto mica. After 1 min, the mica disc was
gently rinsed with HPLC water and blown dry with argon.
NFI-, Oct-1- and XPC-HR23B–DNA complexes were
prepared as described previously (28–30). The lengths of the
respective DNA molecules were 711 bp (NFI and Oct-1) and
769 bp (XPC-HR23B).
Scanning force microscopy
Images of IHF–DNA complexes were acquired on a
Nanotec microscope operating in tapping mode in air, with
NanoDevices Metrology Probes. Images of NFI-, Oct-1 and
XPC-HR23B–DNA complexes were acquired on a Nanoscope
IIIa (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) operating in
tapping mode in air with silicon nanotips
TM (Nanoprobe).
The size of the DNA fragments used was in the range optimal
for detecting changes in EED (roughly from 200 to 500 nm or
from 600 to 1500 bp), as derived from the dependence of the
mean-squared EED on an induced bend (17).
SFM image analysis
DNA molecules were selected for analysis after visual inspec-
tion of absence of overlaps with itself or others, as well as for
the presence of bound protein (if its size permits). To measure
the contour length and EED, DNA molecules were manually
traced using Image SXM v. 1.69 (Steve Barrett, Surface Sci-
ence Research Centre, University of Liverpool, UK). End
points were chosen as being at the centre of the semicircle
at the ends of the DNA molecule. Contour length and EED
values used for further quantitative analysis were the average
of 10 independent measurements.
The thus measured contour lengths of the respective DNA
fragments were 352 nm (IHF), 233 nm (NFI and Oct-1) and
259 nm (XPC-HR23B), which results in a rise per base pair of
0.33 nm, well in agreement with that of B-form DNA (31). By
comparing the contour lengths of bare and complexed DNA,
we assured that the contour length of the DNA is not signi-
ﬁcantly affected by binding of the protein.
EED values were normalized by dividing the measured
EED by the measured contour length of each individual
molecule/complex. In the case of IHF–DNA complexes, bend-
ing angles were also estimated using the tangent method half-
way each molecule’s contour.
Fitting procedure
The end-to-end distributions obtained from our experiments
were ﬁtted using least-squares minimization to simulated his-
tograms as follows. We ﬁrst ﬁtted the EED/L data from images
of bare DNA controls to the simulated histograms for zero
bending angle, toobtainthe appropriate persistence lengthsfor
these DNA templates and to ensure that they correspond with
literature values. We then ﬁtted the data from DNA bound by
IHF, NFI, Oct-1 and XPC-HR23B to the simulated histograms
corresponding to that persistence length, yielding a ﬁt value
for the induced bending angle.
In order to perform least-squares minimization in a statist-
ically sound way, we used an expression for c
2 (the mean-
squared error) that is applicable to processes that are governed
by Poisson statistics (32). To obtain the statistical uncertainty
in the best-ﬁt bending angle, we locate the intersections of
the c
2 proﬁle with the minimum c
2 value increased by 1 (33).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Visualization of protein–DNA complexes
Our analysis of protein-induced DNA bending comprised the
structural effects of the binding of four different proteins, IHF,
Oct-1, NFI and XPC-HR23B, to their respective speciﬁc sites.
The size of the DNA fragments used was in the range optimal
for detecting changes in EED [roughly from 600 to 1500 bp
(17)]. For the estimation of the NFI and Oct-1 induced
bend, we analyzed the EED of NFI–DNA and Oct-1–DNA
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Ad5 origins by SFM. The bending by these proteins has been
previously analyzed from SFM images using the tangent
method (19,28–30) and/or with biochemical techniques
(6,7,34). In this case, the relatively large size of NFI and
Oct-1 allows the complexes to be easily distinguished from
bare DNA molecules and, therefore, the data for the bare DNA
and the complexes can be plotted as separate histograms.
In a similar manner, we determined the EED of complexes
between XPC-HR23B and a DNA fragment containing a
deﬁned damage at a known position (28). Finally, we tested
our approach on IHF–DNA complexes for which (due to the
small size of IHF) it is often not clear by simple visual inspec-
tion that protein is bound. In order to estimate the IHF-induced
bend in DNA, we imaged IHF–DNA complexes by SFM
(Figure 1a) and determined the EED of a mixed population
of bare DNA and IHF–DNA complexes. In this case, all
data were simultaneously plotted in a histogram, displaying
a higher abundance of molecules with low EED than in control
experiments with bare DNA (Figure 1b, top and bottom,
respectively). The shoulder at low EEDs must therefore be
attributed to IHF–DNA complexes.
Simulations
In order to predict the EED distributions for DNA molecules
equilibrated in 2D space [as opposed to being projected from
their 3D conformation (35)], we simulated DNA molecules as
worm-like chains and constructed histograms of EED values.
DNA molecules were simulated as a collection of segments,
using custom-built LabVIEW
TM software (National Instru-
ments). The planar angles between consecutive segments
(see Figure 2a) were drawn from a Gaussian distribution
(36), the width of which is directly proportional to the
persistence length P:
h Dq ðÞ
2i¼
kTDs
k
¼
Ds
P
‚ 1
where Ds is the length of a segment, k is the bending modulus
and kT is the available thermal energy. The Gaussian shape of
the angle distribution ensures the chain to be worm-like,
whereas a uniform distribution would yield freely jointed
chains. This was independently conﬁrmed by the calculation
of the persistence length for thus obtained chains from its
deﬁning equation,
hcos Dq s ðÞ ðÞ i ¼ exp  s=2P ðÞ ‚ 2
which indeed reproduced the persistence length that was
imposed in the simulation. In all simulations, the molecules
consisted of 1000 segments, rendering a single segment to be
shorter than a base pair. Increasingthe number of segments did
not inﬂuence the simulations.
An additional, ﬁxed bend was introduced at a given
segment, generating a polymer chain similar to that shown
in Figure 2b. For each simulated molecule, the value of
Figure 1. (a) Typical IHF–DNA complexes imaged as described in Materials
and Methods. The protein-induced bend is indicated by the arrows. Owing to
its size, the IHF protein cannot be unambiguously identified in the images,
demonstrating the need for an analytical approach using other than visual
characteristics. The scale bar is 50 nm. Gray scale represents height ranging
from 0 nm (dark) to 2 nm (bright). (b) Distributions of EED values normalized
by contour lengths L of IHF–DNA complexes (top) and bare DNA molecules
(bottom), demonstrating the effect of DNA bending. (c) Histogram of bending
angles estimated using tangents from IHF–DNA complexes. The bimodal dis-
tribution shows that not all DNA molecules have IHF bound; by fitting to a
double Gaussian distribution, we estimate that  50% of the imaged molecules
have IHF bound.
Figure 2. Simulation of DNA molecules equilibrated on a surface. (a)
Definition of the polymer quantities in Equation 1. (b) Simulated molecule
with a contour length L = 4P and an 80  bend at 50% of its contour length;
thedashedlineindicatestheend-to-endvector.(c)NormalizedEEDhistograms
forsuchmoleculeswithanglesrangingfrom0  to160 .Eachhistogramisbased
on 100 000 simulated molecules.
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We generated histograms of EED/L values of 100 000 simu-
lated molecules for many combinations of parameters (per-
sistence length, bending angle and bending location along
DNA). Results for L = 4P polymers with induced angles ran-
ging from 0  to 160  are shown in Figure 2c. Since the equi-
libration of linear DNA on a surface almost always leads to
non-overlapping molecules, we included self-avoidance in our
simulations by simply rejecting self-crossing chains from the
histograms. We found only very small deviations exclusively
athighbendingangles, renderingthis computationallyexpens-
ive procedure unnecessary.
The EED distributions obtained from our experiments were
ﬁtted to simulated histograms using a least-squares minimiza-
tion procedure. Using this method, a value for the induced
bending angle and its statistical uncertainty is obtained, as
described in Materials and Methods. The ﬁtting procedure
is performed easily using only EED and L data, which are
in turn extracted from SFM images in a straightforward
manner.
To validate this approach, we generated images from  200
simulated molecules with 0 ,5 0   and 120  angles, which
strongly resembled the experimentally obtained images after
a Gaussian convolution (to mimic tip convolution effects). We
then subjected these images to the same analytical procedure,
while keeping the simulation parameters hidden to the oper-
ator to eliminate biased analysis. The results are shown in
Figure 3. From the histograms and the corresponding ﬁt
results, it can be concluded that the procedure successfully
reproduces the input parameters.
Estimation of the DNA bending angle
The bending angles extracted from our SFM-imaged protein–
DNA complexes using the method described above are shown
in Table 1. In most cases, the measured EED distributions of
the bare DNA and the protein–DNA complexes could be well
ﬁt to the distributions obtained from our simulations, yield-
ing reliable estimates of the bend angle (Figure 4a–c, e–j). One
data set (NFI–DNA complexes) appeared to be shifted to
anomalously low EEDs (Figure 4d). As a consequence, it
could not be well ﬁt to any simulated histogram and a bending
angle could, therefore, not be determined unambiguously.
A possible explanation is that the NFI–DNA complexes had
not fully equilibrated in 2D, but rather had a conﬁguration
resembling that of DNA molecules trapped from solution (35).
Alternatively, a systematic overestimation of the contour
length would explain the shifted appearance of this histogram.
Indeed, the average value for the contour length for this
particular data set was  20 nm longer than expected from
the number of base pairs.
Figure 3. Consistency of manual tracing of molecules and simulation-based
analysis. Simulated molecules were digitized onto a grid and convolved with
a Gaussian kernel resulting in the images on the right. Their contour lengths
L and EEDs are manually traced and shown as ‘human’ in the histograms.
The numbers extracted directly from the simulations yield the histograms
indicated with ‘computer’. No significant deviations are observed, validating
the manual tracing approach. Next, we subjected these data to the fitting pro-
ceduredescribedinthetext.Fromthe0  dataset,weobtainapersistencelength
of L/4, exactly as imposed in the simulation. The data sets with 50  and 120 
induced bending angles yield the angle ranges indicated in their respective
histograms, confirming the validity of the procedure.
Table 1. DNA bending angles for the protein–DNA complexes of interest obtained using different methods
Simulations msEED method
(17,24)
Tangent method Gel retardation/
DNA cyclization
X-ray
NFI N.D. 46 60 – 19  (29) – –
NFI–4 G/C 20 – 20  20 33 – 14  (29) – –
NFI–6 G/C 20 – 20  N.D.
a 37 – 17  (29) – –
Oct-1 40 – 20  41 42 – 12  (30) 37  (34) –
Oct-1-4 G/C 40 – 20  29 39 – 15  (40) – –
XPC-HR23B 50 – 10  54 39 – 24  (28) – –
IHF 110 – 20  N.D. 64 – 20  (this work)/
50 – 27 (20)/123  (19)
140  (6)/120–180  (7) 160  (10)
aNo value could be calculated for this data set using the msEED method, which in this case implies a bending angle close to zero.
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distinguished in the SFM images. We have, therefore, ﬁtted
the IHF–EED data to simulated bent-DNA histograms aug-
mented in an adjustable ratio with an unbent-DNA histogram,
to accommodate for a fraction of DNA molecules with no IHF
bound. The best ﬁt was obtained assuming that  50% of the
DNA molecules had IHF bound. As a control, we applied a
tangent method to the images. The bimodal distribution of
Figure 4. (a–j) Histograms of experimentally obtained values for EED normalized by contour lengths L of bare DNA molecules and protein–DNA complexes
and the corresponding fits. (k–l) c
2 profiles for the data sets (solid lines with squares). The intersections with the dashed line indicate the uncertainty in the
angle determination (33).
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that  50% of the DNA molecules has IHF bound and has been
bent (64 – 20 ).
In order to relate to the values estimated using our simula-
tions, Table 1 also displays values of bending angles obtained
using the mean squared end-to-end distance (msEED) method
[introduced by Rivetti et al. (17)], the tangent method and bio-
chemical methods. The bending angles obtained using the
simulations are in good agreement with values obtained
using the msEED method and biochemical techniques.
Using biochemical techniques and X-ray crystallography,
the bending angle induced by IHF had been estimated between
120  and 180  (6,7,10,14,37). Similarly, using gel retardation
and circularization experiments a bending angle of 37  had
been determined for Oct-1 (38). Note that the msEED
approach cannot be applied to the mixed population of
bent/unbent molecules in the case of IHF. The agreement
between the various methods provides another validation
for our approach. However, there are clear differences
among SFM-based measurements of the IHF- and XPC-
HR23B-induced bending angle. The bending angles for
these relatively strongly bending proteins are
underestimated using the tangent method instead of the two
EED-based analysis methods. An apparent exception to this
tendency is the IHF bending angle reported by Seong et al.
(19). However, this is probably due to their deposition pro-
cedure,whichprojectstheDNAmoleculesinits3Dconforma-
tion onto the surface. This procedure probably exaggerates the
induced angle, thus effectively compensating for the underes-
timation of large bend angles that seems to be associated with
the tangent method.
Comparison of the IHF results suggests that the tangent
method leads to underestimation when the DNA is strongly
bent. This is probably due to the limited resolution and the
consequent difﬁculty of accurately choosing a proper tangent
vector at the site of the bend. Our method is based on the
estimation of a bending angle from intrinsic properties of the
polymer. This type of estimate is neither affected by operator
bias nor by tip convolution effects resulting in difﬁculties
determining the tangents. In principle, the method can, there-
fore, be equally well applied to DNA with low and high
degrees of protein-induced bending. However, in the case
of low bend angles the end-to-end distributions change only
marginally with respect to those of unbent DNA. Therefore,
accurate determination of low degrees of bending requires a
distribution with reduced statistical noise (implying the need
for more data), such that the data can be more unequivocally
ﬁt. We wish to emphasize that, although the relatively large
reported uncertainty of bending angles might suggest the
simulation-based analysis to be less accurate, error margins
reported in studies based on a tangent method often do not take
systematic errors like those listed above into account.
A number of marked advantages of our present method
become apparent when compared with other methods. First,
our method shares with the msEED method improved reliab-
ility of bend angle estimates due to their robustness and
immunity for SFM tip convolution effects, to which the tan-
gent method is sensitive. Moreover, they signiﬁcantly reduce
the time required for the actual analysis, which potentially
allows for much better statistics. Second, using our
distribution-based method, irregular distributions as seen for
NFI on the wild-type Ad5 origin (Figure 4d) can be immedi-
ately disregarded, whereas the msEED and tangent methods
yieldapotentially unreliablevalue(Table1).Ifthedatacannot
be ﬁt with the simulations like in the case of NFI–DNA
(Figure 4d), the DNA may have been ill equilibrated in 2D
on the surface. Improper equilibration strongly decreases the
reliability of bending angle analysis using the tangent method.
Equilibration is key to reliable application of the msEED and
simulation-based approaches. Hence, besides being a tool to
analyze DNA bending angles, our method can also be used
to assess the ‘quality’ of the deposition of the DNA on mica.
Third, the present method does not require a visible feature at
the site of bending, as exempliﬁed by the case of IHF–DNA
complexes. This property also extends the applicability to the
analysis of DNA deformations, such as those induced by par-
ticular sequences or chemical adducts. Another advantage of
the simulation-based approach is that it can in principle be
adapted for more complex situations. For example, one could
consider (protein-induced) bends that are variable rather than
ﬁxed (hinges) or multiple bends per molecule, whether or not
at a deﬁned site. These situations are virtually inaccessible to
analytical approaches like the msEED method, yet readily
implemented in our simulations.
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